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The All-Over edition of the Premiere Classe is a hub 
of creativity in which everyone is immersed in an 
experience where you lose track of time. The European 
political context is engraving and Premiere Classe is 
plainly expressing its support at the trade show and on its 
social media. Fashion and creation value peace, respect 
and freedom, as a sign a dove holding an olive branch 
and an Ukrainian flag was represented. “ The industry 
is reuniting in Paris and it is our responsibility to sustain 
a future set on trust, generosity and open mindedness 
in the current international climate”, affirms the General 
Manager of WSN trade shows.

Since October 2021, Romain Costa and Evan Haziza-
Bonnamour have been at the head of the trade show’s 
artistic direction and stepped up its game. At the entrance, 
an exhibition of vintage design  furniture and artworks 
found at gallerists and antique dealers was open to 
everyone. All-Over the same material went across the 
walls and floors purifying the space. Architecture and 
scenography are presented as an extension to express 
on a bigger scale creativity and to define Premiere 
Classe as more as a cultural event rather than a BtoB 
trade show. An experience found in gastronomy at the 

Mpépite restaurant with their menu and aesthetic since 
October 2021. While the restaurant was smaller than last 
edition it still served high quality dishes and lit up the food 
scene at the Tuileries.
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All-Over is transforming fashion toward a modern version 
of a traditional trade show :”At Premiere Classe, our eyes 
are constantly amazed” says a visitor to Sylvie Pourrat, 
the offer director at WSN. She adds :”Some buyers wish 
to buy accessories on the spot since they feel like they are 
in a store ! Influencers with more than 2 millions reach are 
back and stronger than ever by sharing their experience!”. 
Modernisation is at its peak with architecture, fashion, 
accessories and design to satisfy the actors of the 
industry. Therefore the  organizers’ challenge to stimulate 
desire and beauty was accomplished.

October 2021 marked the resumption of our bi-annual 
rhythm and similarly for this edition we are presented 
under a unique tent with a selection of 250 brands and 
young designers. “As soon as they entered the tent on 
Friday morning, exhibitors and visitors felt joy to reunite 
with the community, an emotional moment to remember” 
says Frédéric Maus.

To make a buyer’s job easier and offer the most 
convenient experience Premiere Classe is following the 
“Stronger Together” motto by welcoming showrooms, 
private multi-brand like Precious Room by Muriel Piaser 
who presented eight designers. 

Premiere Classe is the way to go in the glove industry. We 
were happy to have the historical glove house; Agnelle, 
celebrated its 85 years and for the occasion launched 
an exclusive anniversary edition collection of 12 pairs of 
gloves designed by the artist Jérémy Kapone.

Creation goes together with novelty and we were happy 
that 32% of the brands were new on the trade show. 
Young designers were put to honor at Premiere Classe 
with the presence of four former finalists of the Hyères 
Festival who showcased their accessories, ready-to-
wear collections (Casa Remedios, Amuro, Lii, and Céline 
Shen). The first winner of the Premiere Classe x Eyes 
on Talents Award, Evgeniia Kazarezovan, unveiled her 
creations in-between lifestyle and fashion accessories.

“Supporting young creation is our focus, every season 
we reinforce our partnerships for buyers to discover 
talents and designers. It is important for us to provide 
these new talents a professional platform to help them 
grow by exchanging with professionals and established 
designers. The brand collectives of the incubator Birimian 
are currently undergoing a unique program in partnership 
with the Institut Français de la Mode (IFM). Last October, 
the creations were displayed on mannequins and 
showcased as an exhibition. For this edition they are 
showcasing and presenting their collections on a stand, 
affirming their importance“ explains F. Maus.

Emmanuel and Thimothée  are the founders of the french 
brand Inner and expressed their feelings: “we were 
not expecting exchanges between exhibitors to be so 
fulfilling. We are learning a lot and already have contacts 
with French, German and English buyers and we already 
listed an order for a store in Arles (France)! Even though 
large exports were not present as we expected, business 
was still on. The same happened to Raphaël Dantcikian, 
the founder of the jewellery brand Eakan : “ we have 
forged strong ties with other exhibitors on key subjects 
such as distribution, which is very interesting.”
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Raphael has met with Le Bon Marché and Galeries 
Lafayette but hasn’t taken orders. “ We are aware that 
even though we meet buyers, it may take some time 
since we are a new brand especially for large accounts.” 

The jewellery designer Agathe De Bonfils, is very happy 
for her first professional encounters : “ I only got great 
contacts especially with French buyers from Paris to Nice. 
It is now up to me to contact them and make it happen !”

The presence of the French market was obvious to all 
exhibitors and especially emerging designers, other 
countries were also mentioned by more established 
brands. For Christian Brockmeyer, founder of the German 
wool accessory brand Karakoram, the tradeshow was a 
pleasant surprise :”Friday was an excellent day and it 
keeps on going! We are meeting buyers from Belgium, 
Switzerland, France, Italy, Denmark and England, and 

half of these buyers are new! The others are buyers we 
already knew but insisted on seeing and touching the 
product before commiting.” Christian is looking forward 
to the return of larger exporters but insists : “it was a 
really good trade show and outdid our expectation, it was 
completely worth coming!”

Founder of Italian brand Dove Nuotano Gli Squali, Sara 
Porro, has been familiar with the trade show for 20 years 
:”It is a revival for us exhibitors, visitors and key players 
of the industry. It is a high quality network, a beautiful 
artistic direction and brand selection. The trade show has 
surpassed itself!” Sara is forecasting for the next edition 
to be even bigger, but in the meantime she was surprised 
to meet American buyers from Bloomingdale’s and has 
recorded great accounts from European buyers and even 
Japanese buyers. 

Dorothée Loermann, the founder of the French shoes 
brand  An Hour a Shower is very happy to be back after 
2 years of absence : “We can’t say that the large export 
is back but I got new contacts from Santa Monica, Ibiza, 
London and for a recovery edition, I am very happy and 
the trade show is very pleasant”.

On the ready-to-wear side, they were all happy about 
the comeback of business. Founders of the Japanese 
brand Nicholson Nicholson which have been showcasing 
for 8 years couldn’t be present for this edition but were 
represented by Amance and Marina who took the lead: 
“The first day was intense and we have been on a streak 
since, it is wonderful that after Covid, we are opening 
accounts again! 
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We met a lot of French prospects of which five are already 
clients, we also met Spanish and Italian contacts. Despite 
the fact that the large exports are not back yet and British 
people as well because of Brexit, we are still happy to be 
reunited with the community.”

A pleasure that was extended to the aftershow party of 
the event in festive Saint-Germain des Prés where the 
team embellished its festive DNA through an awesome 
programmation and surprise guests.

Once the doors of the trade show are closed the 
Premiere Classe community will reunite on the CXMP 
BtoB digital platform by WSN. The platform was launched 
in December 2021, the concept is set and is already a 
success for 200 brands and buyers connected. The 
platform is intended to make Comexposium trade shows 
last all year long, an innovation to extend the creativity 
present at Premiere Classe.

For its next editions, the team expects to celebrate the 
return of major exports at Who’s Next from September 
2 to 5 at the Porte de Versailles followed by Premiere 
Classe from September 30 to October 3. The event 
will progressively achieve its initial volume at the Tuileries 
since a second tent will be welcoming the most beautiful 
ready-to-wear collection, with the same goal to present 
the elite of creation at the heart of the international 
fashion capital.
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EXHIBITORS
• Number of brands: 251
• Share of new brands: 32%
• Breakdown France / 
International: 38% France - 62% 
Inter

Top 5 international countries :
Italy
United Kingdom
Spain
Belgium
Portugal

Breakdown by main product 
category:
22% RTW / 78% Accessories
22% Jewellery 
20% Textile accessories
17% Bags / Leather goods
13% Shoes
4% Lifestyle / Déco/ Design
3% Other accessories

VISITORS
Visitors were very much like the 
previous Premiere Classe October 
edition announcing a potential 
return of major exports for October 
2022.

Breakdown France/International
France 65% 
International 35% 

Top 5 internationals visitors :
1/ Italy
2/ Germany
3/ Unites States of America 
4/ United Kingdom
5/ Belgium

66% of the visitors are buyers.

New visitors
21,47 % of visitors were at 
Premiere Classe for the first time.

About WSN - 
https://whosnext.com/
WSN Développement is the 
company that organizes the Parisian 
trade shows for international fashion 
professionals, mainly brands and 
distributors.
WHO’S NEXT, in January and 
September, presents ready-to-wear, 
accessories, beauty and lifestyle 
alongside IMPACT, the gathering of 
initiatives promoting ecological and 
solidarity transition, and TRAFFIC, 
the event dedicated to solutions and 
innovations for fashion retailers and 
brands. 

Since May 2021, WSN has been 
running BIJORHCA for BOCI 
alongside WHO’S NEXT. During 
Fashion Week in March and 
October, PREMIERE CLASSE 
presents fashion accessories 
together with a fine selection of 
ready-to-wear. 
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